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This is a portfolio for the new journal project. I will briefly 
describe and detail a few relevant projects, with an emphasis 
on typographical systems and editorial design. Please let me 
know if I can provide anything further.
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AREA Chicago
/ contents detail, #2

The semiannual newspaper AREA Chicago draws connections 
between histories of art, research, education and activist 
practices in the city. As designer and contributing editor,  
I helped to guide the publication’s initial form and mission,  
in part by developing a visual language of correspondences 
and juxtapositions. Each themed issue carries a mix of 
approaches; some articles originate in community writing 
workshops, while others report on academic research.



cover illustration by David Pabellon; 
contents page photography by Jason Reblando

AREA Chicago
/ cover, contents, and interior, #4



AREA Chicago
/ spread, #3



AREA Chicago
/ spread, #3



AREA Chicago
/ spread, #3



Newberry Library
/ annual report cover

As the sole in-house designer at the Newberry Library,  
I was responsible for all advertising and communication 
design for a number of research centers and public programs. 
I redesigned all of the major publications and revised 
typography and color guidelines to create a simpler, more 
cohesive approach to the library’s identity. The Newberry 
remined a freelance client after my departure in 2011.



Newberry Library
/ annual report spread



Newberry Library
/ publication covers



Newberry Library
/ quarterly newsletter



Newberry Library
/ fold-out program brochure



Newberry Library
/ event postcard + poster

Newberry logo redesign by Studio Blue, 2011



CGCC
/ event poster

Northwestern University’s Center for Global Culture 
and Communication (cgcc) was founded as an 
interdepartmental forum addressing politics, media, and 
aesthetics in the context of globalization. As a student 
coordinator from 2014 to 2017, I organized conferences 
and colloquia, and also designed most of the accompanying 
announcements and publications.



Center for Global Culture
and Communication

Center for Global Culture
and Communication

CGCC
/ logotype + annual report cover



CGCC
/ annual report spread



CGCC
/ quarterly events calendar



Green Lantern Press launched the On Civil Disobedience 
pamphlet series in 2018. Monthly volumes featured authors 
from a range of backgrounds including art, poetry, policy,  
and science. In keeping with the historical form of the 
pamphlet, each volume was printed using a combination  
of low-cost methods (laser and Risograph). In a nod to more 
recent forms of unofficial publication, covers were composed 
in scanners and copy machines. 

On Civil Disobedience
/ back covers, vols. 4, 5, 7, and 8



On Civil Disobedience
/ covers, vol. 7



On Civil Disobedience 
/ cover+spread, vol. 2



On Civil Disobedience 
/ cover+spread, vol. 5



On Civil Disobedience
/ covers, vols. 4, 8, and 3
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